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China’s survey of mineral resources in the sea surrounding the Paracel Islands from May to July 

2014 became the center of public attention. China sent the oil rig Haiyang Shiyou 981, its most up-

to-date facility. The Vietnamese government, the U.S. government, and the Japanese government 

denounced China’s unilateral action. It was also opposed by the Vietnamese government’s ships and 

fishery boats in the sea area surrounding the Paracel Islands. The Chinese government dispatched 

China Coast Guard (CCG) patrol vessels, transportation ships, and fishery boats to defend the oil rig, 

and the survey ended suddenly in July, one month earlier than originally scheduled.

This article is composed of seven parts. The first part provides an introduction to the incident. The 

second part reviews the legal aspects of the Sino-Vietnamese dispute over the Paracel Islands, and 

the implied interpretation of China’s U-shaped line in the South China Sea. The third part provides 

general information on China’s motivation and the decision-making procedures behind this survey. 

The author attaches importance to the Chinese leader’s ambition to be a maritime power, as not 

only Hu Jintao but also Xi Jinping have mentioned this. The fourth part provides information on the 

fragmented nature of China’s bureaucracy. Some leaders of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and 

the ministry of foreign affairs were less enthusiastic about the survey. 

The fifth part provides information on the responses of the Vietnamese government and nation, 

neighboring ASEAN countries, and external powers like the United States, Japan, and India. Step-

by-step diplomatic pressure from the U.S. President and senators, and Vietnam’s tough response to 

China, seemed to be effective against China’s offensive posture. Chinese communist party leaders 

were shocked to learn that the Vietnamese communist party secretary-general, Nguyen Phu Trong, 

had called for preparation for war against China.

The sixth part provides details on the sudden completion of the Chinese rig’s operation, and an 

analysis of the reasons behind China’s withdrawal of the oil rig.

The seventh part offers concluding remarks, providing some aspects and lessons for Vietnam 

and China. Drawing from Vietnam’s experience, it also offers some lessons for Japan regarding 
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the Senkaku Islands. The writer highlights the significance of the hot-line between China and 

Vietnam, and concludes that a future hot-line between Japan and China is a necessary measure, but 

is not enough to prevent a Chinese offensive. We, the Japanese, require a more active and feasible 

deterrent capability through our own means, and through the Japan-U.S. Alliance.

This paper describes the dynamics and survival strategies employed to maintain ethno-

religious boundaries while focusing on the relationships among ethnic groups, particularly of the 

Yunnanese Muslims who migrated from China, in the Thai-Myanmar borderland, a region which 

has experienced the repeated ebb and flow of numerous ethnic groups. From the late 19th century 

to the first half of the 20th century, Yunnanese Muslims were the main group in the Thai-Myanmar 

borderlands responsible for interregional trade and formed commercial cooperative communities. 

However, around the middle of the 20th century, many Yunnanese Muslims crossed over the border 

from Myanmar to Thailand as a result of the civil war and establishment of the new government 

in China. Although the Yunnanese Muslims had fled China to seek peace, they were thrust in the 

midst of a civil war and cold war conflict waged by the Chinese Nationalist Party, which consisted 

primarily of Han Chinese, and found themselves under a military political rule in which their ethnic 

identity was largely repudiated. Meanwhile, the host country, Thailand, which was facing the threat 

of the cold war and communist powers, intensified its control of the border region and the ethnic 

minorities residing there, including the Yunnanese Muslims. Furthermore, as a result of efforts by 

the Thai government to promote assimilation under secular authority and to bring religions under 

governmental control, the Yunnanese Muslims were confronted with challenges to their religious 

identity. Even under such circumstances, the Yunnanese Muslims continued to strengthen networks 

based on principles rooted in their Chineseness and, at the same time, to exercise their Islamness 

by connecting with other South Asian Muslims across ethnic boundaries. As a result, they managed 
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